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Toyota just started building a 175-acre smart city at the base
of Mount Fuji in Japan. Photos oZer a glimpse of what the
'Woven City' will look like.
Katie Warren Feb 24, 2021, 3:45 AM

The "Woven City" will eventually be home to 2,000 Toyota employees and their families, retired couples, retailers, and
scientists, according to the company. Toyota
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Sign up for the 10 Things in Tech newsletter for the latest trends &
developments in tech.

By clicking ‘Sign up’, you agree to receive marketing emails from Insider as well as other partner oGers and
accept our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.

SEE ALSO: Japan has appointed a 'Minister of Loneliness'
after seeing suicide rates in the country increase for the brst
time in 11 years »

DON'T MISS: Akon, the pop star behind hits like 'Smack That,'
is masterminding a $6 billion smart city in Senegal backed by
a shadowy investor. Inside Akon City, where life will be funded
by 'Akoin' and the singer hopes to reinvent his legacy. »

More: Features BI Select Toyota Japan 

Toyota just started construction on a 175-acre smart city at the
base of Mount Fuji in Japan.

The "Woven City" is expected to be a testing ground for
technologies like robotics, smart homes, and AI.

The brst residents will be a group of about 360 inventors, young
families, and senior citizens.

Visit the Business section of Insider for more stories.

Toyota's planned 175-acre smart city will sit at the base
of Mount Fuji in Japan, about 62 miles from Tokyo.

An artist's rendering of Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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Toyota plans to send about 360 people to live in the
Woven City to start. From there, it intends to gradually
grow the population to more than 2,000.

An artist's rendering of Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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Residents will live in homes outbtted with in-home
robotics technology as well as sensor-based artibcial
intelligence to monitor their health and take care of
their basic needs.

An artist's rendering of a home in Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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Press materials indicate that the planned city will
feature multiple parks and a large central plaza for
social gatherings.

An artist's rendering of Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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Buildings are to be made mostly of wood to minimize
the carbon footprint.

An artist's rendering of Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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The city will be designed with three diZerent types of
streets: one for self-driving vehicles, one for
pedestrians using personal mobility devices like bikes,
and one for pedestrians only.

An artist's rendering of Toyota's planned smart city. Toyota
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A heet of Toyota's self-driving electric vehicles, called
e-Palettes, will be used for transportation, deliveries,
and mobile retail throughout the city.

Getty Images/Kyodo News
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The Woven City joins a slew of similar smart city
projects across Japan, some of which are also
spearheaded by major companies.

A robot demonstrates a delivery at Panasonic's Fujisawa Sustainable Smart Town in
Fujisawa, Japan on December 9, 2020. KAZUHIRO NOGI/AFP via Getty Images
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